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Abstract
We will use thermodynamic calculations to predict the behavior of a potato canon and in
an attempt to verify our findings applying a prototype potato canon and a 30 frames per
second digital camera. We will then make suggestions for a more optimized potato
canon, while restricting our selves to part sizes that are readily available in Victoria and is
portable. The prototype potato canon consists of a 3” diameter, 1’ long ABS pipe
combustion chamber with an unscrewable cap on one end and a 1.5” diameter, 4’ long
ABS potato barrel on the other end. The fuel / air mixture, combustion chamber diameter
and length, potato barrel diameter and length, and potato thickness are available for
optimization. Measurements were taken such as: the mass of the potato slice, friction of
the potato sliding down the barrel, output potato velocity, and the deceleration rate of the
potato in the air. It is assumed that the firing process consists of a constant volume heat
addition to air as an ideal gas, and then an isentropic expansion of the ideal gas pushing
the potato out. It is also assumed that most of the force times distance energy of the
expanding gas gets converted to kinetic energy of the potato slice, and that the barrel
friction, and the kinetic energy of the air are relatively small. It is also assumed that a
larger, heavier more dense potato slice will decelerate less quickly from the friction of
traveling through air and could travel farther, even through it would leave the potato
canon with a lesser initial velocity.
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1.0 Introduction
Within this paper the forces and results of the thermodynamic reactions taking placing
inside a potato cannon are analyzed. In this analysis the resulting output is calculated and
the reaction of the projectile is exhibited. The current setup and attributes are outlined to
determine the variables to maximize performance of the mechanism. With the recorded
data and calculation a preliminary design is proposed to enhanced the current design to
allow for higher powered, more efficient and more lethal edition of the potato cannon.

2.0 Discussion
A prototype potato cannon had been previously constructed. It was constructed of a 1’
length of 3” internal diameter ABS pipe, a 3 foot length of 1.5” internal diameter ABS
pipe, a reducing coupler, and a threaded end cap (See figure 1). Slices of potato were cut
to approximately 4 cm thick and the potato cannon end was used like a cookie cutter to
cut a 4.1 cm diameter cylinder of potato for shooting. A stick was used to shove the
potato cylinder into the potato canon to its firing position. A line was drawn on the stick
in order to make sure that the potato wasn’t pushed in too far and have it fall into the
combustion chamber. Later, after figure 1 was drawn up, it was observed that the potato
could have safely been pushed in a bit farther.
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Figure 1: Dimensioned Potato Cannon Prototype
The volume of the combustion chamber was calculated to be 0.002172 m3. The
cross-sectional area of the potato tube was calculated to be 0.001320 m2. The distance
that the potato travels while being propelled was measured to be 0.876 m. These
combine to make a volume of 0.001157 m3 swept by the potato while it was being
propelled. The ratio of the volume behind the potato as it is leaving the potato cannon to
the volume of the combustion chamber was calculated to be 1.533.
The potato cannon is fueled by spraying gasoline into the combustion chamber using a
misting spray bottle and then quickly screwing on the end cap so minimal gasoline vapors
escape. The fuel air mixture was ignited by an electric spark that jumps between 2 nails
that pierce the combustion chamber walls. The spark jumps at approximately the center
of the combustion chamber. This spark is generated by dumping the energy in a charged
capacitor through an auto ignition coil.
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Several test shots were performed and video taped with various amounts of fuel
and was determined that the best shot came from 3 sprays of the mister, followed by
waiting for a minute for all of the gasoline to evaporate. Several frames from the best
shot were joined together to generate Figure 2 below:

Figure 2: The fastest recorded shot with the prototype potato cannon
The numbers in figure 2 are not actual units, but are relative to each other. The
markers on the ground are spaced 1 meter apart. The camera filmed at 30 frames per
second. Using these numbers, the speed of the potato was calculated to be 71.85 m/s
between the first 2 images of the potato, and 69.54 m/s between the second and third
images of the potato. These combine to produce a deceleration of 69.24 m/s^2. This
deceleration had been measured earlier with more images of the potato in the frame and
were determined to have a very high variance in the range of +- 50%. The potato slice
prior to firing was measured to be 3.9cm thick, and weighed to be 52.5 grams. This
corresponds to a kinetic energy of 135.4 Joules. The force of friction in the tube was
measured to be 3.48 Newtons. This corresponds to 3.02 joules lost to friction in the tube.
These numbers sum to 138.4 Joules provided to the potato by the expanding gas in the
tube. It is assumed that the momentum and kinetic energy of the air in the tube is
insignificant compared to that of the potato.
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It was assumed that the firing of the potato cannon is a constant volume heat
addition then an isentropic expansion of an ideal gas (air). After a thorough online
search, the heat of combustion of gasoline in air at STP could not be located, so it was
reverse engineered from the data that was collected. By assuming that the measured
energy of the potato plus the energy lost in friction was equal to the integral from the
volume of the combustion chamber to the entire internal volume of the potato cannon of
(P(v) – Patm)dv, the pressure at then end of combustion stage, and the beginning of the
expansion stage was determined to be 299.7 kPa. By assuming that atmospheric pressure
that day was 101.3 kPa and the temperature outside was 24 degrees Celsius; the
temperature at that point was determined to be 879 K or 606 degrees Celsius. This
number appeared to be slightly lower than expected, but no other data could be found to
verify it. The pressure at the end of expansion when the potato was just exiting the potato
canon was calculated to be 164.8kPa, which is still greater than atmospheric pressure,
which means that the potato still could have collected a little more energy if the tube was
longer, but any additional length would be less energy / length efficient than the original
tube length. The temperature of the air in the tube as the potato was exiting was
calculated to be 741.15 K or 468 degrees Celsius. The pressure as a function of the
distance that the potato had traveled is shown in Figure 3. From this graph, it is shown
that a 1.92 m long barrel would produce the most energy for a given amount of fuel, but
that size would be inconvenient to carry around and for the tiny amount of fuel that the
potato cannon consumes, fuel efficiency is not a concern.
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Figure 3: Pressure as a function of the distance that the potato has traveled down the
barrel of the potato cannon. The dark horizontal is atmospheric pressure, and the dark
vertical line is the actual length of the barrel. The vertical grid is spaced 10cm and
horizontal grid is spaced 100 kPa apart.
The friction of the potato flying through the air was assumed to be proportional to
the square of the velocity. A formula of a = kV2 was assumed, and k was calculated to be
0.01386m-1. This value was then used to simulate the trajectory of a potato fired up at a
45 degree angle as shown in Figure 4. The simulated flight distance was calculated to be
105 m. The range of the potato was simulated to be less than 1/5 of the potential range
without friction. From previous experience, the potato has a much larger range, so the
friction constant was probably measured inaccurately. We were unable to measure the
actual distance a potato would travel as we could not find a location near Victoria that we
could safely test the potato cannon and see the final landing spot of the potato.
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Figure 4: The larger trajectory is that of the potato without air friction, and the smaller
trajectory is that of the potato without friction. The grid lines are 100 m apart.
From the above graph, air friction appears to be the most significant factor
in the distance that a potato would travel. To counter act this problem, a larger potato,
which has a higher mass to surface area ratio may be used, or another projectile that has a
higher density could be used. At this time of year we were unable to locate larger
potato’s that would adequately seal a larger diameter barrel.

3.0 Conclusions and Recommendations
In conclusion there were several calculated results that greatly affect the performance of
the potato cannon including: combustion chamber volume, barrel width, fuel/air mixture,
and projectile mass to surface area ratio. When optimizing for distance, a denser material
than potato would probably be the best design change.
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